UPDATE: - Closed 3/31-4/3 for Spring Cleaning!
See You Next Week
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the video sound on or off
map marker pin200 East Lyndale Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55405


Make some memories
MINNESOTA'S FIRST INDOOR/OUTDOOR DOG PARK, BAR & EATERY
Nothing brings people together better than good food, cold beer and your best friend.
Reserve


welcome to
First time? Please make sure to register your dog below!


                    Register                                            at unleash hounds





Our menu
We are proud to offer a large selection of local brews, seltzers, wine and beyond. Our menu reaches far beyond bar food that includes craft sausages, hearty apps and plant-based options. Check out our seasonal menus below!
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A BAR FOR TRUE BEST FRIENDS
What is Unleashed Hounds and Hops?
We are committed to bringing responsible dog owners together in a safe and friendly environment. We want everyone who walks through our doors to feel a sense of community; where our most important clients, and their owners, can socialize and make new friends. We live by the motto 'Nothing brings people together better than good food, cold beer and your best friend.'
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CHECK OUT UPCOMING EVENTS!
There is always something fun happening at Unleashed! Whether you stop by to Drink for Dogs on Thursdays, bring your partner to Pups & Pizza Date Night, or do some shopping at the MPLS Pet Market, keep an eye on our calendar for upcoming events!
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A hip-level shot of three dogs and two people outside
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A close up of a fluffy white dog with its paws on a wooden table...
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Outdoors, a  dog being petted by a person
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A smiling person crouching down and embracing a dog at an outdoor...
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Indoor dog park, a person sitting and smiling at the camera with two...
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Indoor off-leash dog park space
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An indoor scene, three  dogs in a dog park space and a few people...





Reviews
Review by - Yelp

                  Cindy D:
                  


All the staff were super friendly and attentive! I noticed they were quick to break up any tiffs between dogs and constantly cleaning the play areas. Unfortunately, we visited during a heat advisory so the back patio was closed but we're excited to come back again!...



Review by - Yelp

                  Emily W:
                  


Living in MN can be brutal in the winter when you're a dog owner.....especially with a breed that hates the cold! I absolutely love that we can bring our Boston Terrier, Archie, here to burn off some pent up energy....



Review by - Yelp

                  Shannon L:
                  


10/10 place to be if you have a dog and it happens to be a very very cold night in Minneapolis. We happened to have a free day pass and have been meaning to check this place out - a really great spot to just hang, watch some dogs, eat, and drink...



Review by - Yelp

                  Jenny G:
                  


My dog and I LOVE going to unleashed! It's fun for both dogs and their human friends. I have a 1 year old goldendoodle who has an endless amount of energy. Unleashed is the perfect place to grab a beer with another dog parent and let the pups play!...
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Location

200 East Lyndale Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN
55405


Hours


                        Tuesday, wednesday, Thursday, Friday                    

                        4:00 PM - 9:00 PM                    

                        Saturday                    

                        10:00 AM - 9:00 PM                    

                        Sunday                    

                        10:00 AM - 6:00 PM                    


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(612)-439-5060
unleashedhoundsandhops@gmail.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


